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Direct numerical simulation of reacting scalar mixing layers
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Understanding the passive reaction of two chemical species in shear-free turbulence with order unity
Schmidt number is important in atmospheric and turbulent combustion research. The canonical
configuration considered here is the reacting scalar mixing layer; in this problem two initially
separated species mix and react downstream of a turbulence generating grid in a wind tunnel. A
conserved scalar in this flow is, with some restrictions, analogous to temperature in a thermal mixing
layer, and considerable laboratory data are available on the latter. In this paper, results are reported
from high resolution, direct numerical simulations in which the evolution of the conserved scalar
field accurately matches that of the temperature field in existing laboratory experiments.
Superimposed on the flow are passive, single-step reactions with a wide range of activation energies
and stoichiometric ratios (r ). The resulting data include species concentrations as a function of three
spatial dimensions plus time, and statistical moments and spectra of all species. Several aspects of
the flow are investigated here with the conclusions that~1! reactions in whichrÞ1 are more
accurately modeled by frozen and equilibrium chemistry limits than are reactions in whichr 51, ~2!
an existing definition of a reduced Damko¨hler number that includes temperature and stoichiometry
effects is a useful measure of reaction rate, and~3! existing theoretical models for predicting the
coherence and phase of fuel-oxidizer cross-spectra and the spectrum of the equilibrium fuel mass
fraction whenr 51 yield accurate predictions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The passive reaction of two scalars with order un
Schmidt numbers in shear-free turbulence is of interes
researchers studying chemical reactions in natural and e
neering flows. The connection with the reactions that oc
in the atmosphere, for instance, is readily apparent, since
species concentrations are so low in these natural proce
that the heat released by the associated reactions has
effect on the surrounding flow. Even in fields of study
which the hydrodynamic problem cannot be decoupled fr
the chemical processes, the passive case is interesting si
involves aspects of mixing which must be accounted for
theories of scalar transport and reaction, while being re
tively easy to study.

A canonical configuration for two species streams rea
ing in a turbulent flow is the reacting scalar mixing laye
Fuel and oxidant are introduced through separate halves
turbulence generating grid in a wind tunnel, and transp
and reaction occur in decaying, homogeneous, isotropic
bulence; the configuration is shown schematically in Fig
and the coordinate system and various quantities are de
there for reference.

Bilger et al.1 and Li et al.2 examine the reacting scala
mixing layer via wind tunnel experiments with ozone a
nitric oxide as the reactants. As noted by Bilgeret al., the

a!Electronic mail: debk@u.washington.edu
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experiments ‘‘represent a compromise between the desire
high Reynolds numbers, large distance downstre
Damköhler numbers in the range near unity, degree of spa
resolution and cost of construction and operation,’’ and
the measurements are taken in developing and highly an
tropic turbulence. There remains a need for additional d
on this flow, but the problem of generating and measurin
well-developed reacting mixing layer in the laboratory is n
significantly easier than it was when the measurements
cited were taken.

When the molecular diffusivities and densities of the
acting species are equal, the reacting scalar mixing laye
analogous in many respects to a thermal mixing layer
which temperature is replaced by the mixture fraction3 as the
scalar. A nearly ideal thermal mixing layer is easier to me
sure experimentally than is the reacting case, and it has b
studied extensively by Watt and Baines,4 Libby,5 LaRue and
Libby,6 LaRueet al.,7 Ma and Warhaft,8 and Gibsonet al.9

Recently, de Bruyn Kops and Riley10 reported an accurate
numerical simulation of the experiment by Ma and Warha
which augments the laboratory data with a high resolut
description of the velocity and scalar fields as a function
three spatial dimensions plus time. Running simulations t
reproduce the results from specific wind tunnel experime
rather than performing numerical experiments which co
pare only qualitatively with the laboratory counterparts, p
duces very detailed and highly credible data sets. Additio
phenomena can then be numerically introduced into the
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1451Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 5, May 2001 Direct numerical simulation of reacting scalar mixing layers
periment, e.g., superimposing a passive reaction on a the
mixing layer, with high confidence that, if the simulation
are shown to be numerically accurate, the resulting data
correctly reflect the physics and chemistry being studied.
report of simulations in which passive reactions have b
added to an accurate simulation of a thermal mixing laye
yield data sets for a nearly ideal reacting mixing layer is
subject of this paper.

II. REACTION MECHANISM

It is important to select problems for study which i
volve relevant physical phenomena, but which can be
equately explored with the tools available. It is often equa
important to limit the number of phenomena being studied
order to be able to identify the effects of a particular physi
process. The direct numerical simulations in the current
search are designed to be highly accurate, but computati
power and the desire to isolate the effects of particular p
nomena severely limit the complexity of the chemical re
tions and flow configurations that are simulated. In parti
lar, the chemical reactions are limited here to two dilu
species and a one-step, irreversible reaction,

F1rO→~11r !P, ~1!

with both isothermal and temperature dependent reac
rates. The isothermal case is the same physical problem
was considered by Bilgeret al.1 and Li et al.2 The assump-
tion of dilute species allows the combustion and hydro
namic problems to be decoupled, i.e., the density, kinem
viscosity, and molecular diffusivities are constant; allowi
the fluid properties to vary with temperature in a simulati
of decaying turbulence that starts at moderate Reyn
number can result in regions of laminar flow, which are n
of interest in this work. The assumption of a single react
greatly simplifies the chemical kinetics and reduces the c
putational costs. While it is assumed that the fluid proper
are constant, temperature effects are provided for through
reaction rate terms, e.g.,ẇF52AYFYO exp(2Ta /T) is the
production rate of the fuel mass fraction. Here,A is the re-
action rate constant,YF andYO are the mass fractions of fue
and oxidant,Ta is the activation temperature, andT is the
local temperature, which can be expressed in terms of
mixture and mass fractions.11 Two other important tempera

FIG. 1. Schematic of a reacting mixing layer.
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tures are the adiabatic flame temperature,Tf , and the~equal!
temperatures of the fuel and oxidizer streams,T` .

The reaction kinetics can be characterized by the qu
tities a5(Tf2T`)/Tf , b5aTa /Tf , andTr5(T2T`)/(Tf

2T`);12 a is a heat release factor,b is a dimensionless
activation energy, andTr is a reduced temperature. The sp
cies source terms can be written in terms of these quant
as, e.g.,

ẇF52A expS 2b

a DYFYO expF 2b~12Tr !

12a~12Tr !
G . ~2!

This formulation leads to a convenient definition of a glob
Damköhler number,

Da[
AL

urms
exp~2b/a! , ~3!

whereurms is the average of the rms velocity fluctuations (u,
v, andw) and L is the integral length scale. In the case
high b, asymptotic methods can be used to derive a chem
time scale of the diffusion flame,13–15 which leads to a re-
duced Damko¨hler number defined at the stoichiometric su
face:

DaT[
rAjste

2Ta /Tf

xst/2
F Tf

2

Ta~Tf21!
G3

@2jst~12jst!#
2. ~4!

Here,jst andxst are the mixture fraction and its dissipatio
rate at the stoichiometric surface andr is the mass of oxidan
that consumes unit mass of fuel. Averaging DaT at all points
where j5jst yields a global, temperature depende
Damköhler number denoted̂DaT&.

It should be noted that the mixture fraction (j) used in
this work is defined as by Bilger:3

j5
rYF2YO1YO

`

rYF
`1YO

`
, ~5!

where the superscript` indicates the mass fractions in th
unmixed fuel and oxidant streams. Inherent in this definit
is the assumption that the mass diffusivities of all species
equal. It also assumed here that the Lewis number of
species is unity so that the local temperature can be relate
the species mass fractions. Also, the mixture fractions of
fuel and oxidizer streams are taken to be one and zero
spectively; this does not restrict the application of the me
odology, however, since any two-stream, nonpremixed re
ing flow problem with diluent can be mapped to a no-dilue
case by adjustingA and r.

III. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

In the experiments conducted at The University
Sydney,1,2 hereafter the Sydney experiments, a nitric oxid
ozone mixing layer approximates the irreversible, isotherm
mechanism of~1! evolving in grid turbulence, and velocity
and scalar statistics are collected between 12 and 21 m
widths downstream of the turbulence generating grid. T
values of the stoichiometric ratio (r ) are considered~ap-
proximately unity, and approximately 0.45!, and the reac-
tants are diluted with various amounts of air. The result i
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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1452 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 5, May 2001 de Bruyn Kops, Riley, and Kosály
set of experiments with nominally two different reactio
rates, which can be characterized as moderate and fast~but
finite!, based on comparisons of the mean reactant con
tration profiles with those of the equilibrium and froze
chemistry limits. Note that the turbulence decays, and
Damköhler number increases, with downstream distance
that each experiment actually represents a range
Damköhler numbers.

While the simple reaction in the Sydney experiments
well suited for direct numerical simulation~DNS!, due to
experimental considerations the test section in the wind
nel is upstream of where grid turbulence is generally con
ered to be well developed,16 and the velocity field is highly
anisotropic, making it difficult to reproduce the experimen
conditions in a numerical simulation. Numerical expe
ments, however, are not subject to the same restriction
those performed in the laboratory, and passive reactions
a wide range of stoichiometric ratios, reactions rates,
activation temperatures can be numerically superimpose
a simulation of a scalar mixing layer which exhibits the ch
acteristics of a laboratory experiment of a thermal mixi
layer in fully developed, homogeneous, isotropic turbulen
To ensure that the velocity and passive scalar fields are
curately simulated, it is advantageous to match the sim
tions with existing laboratory experiments. This is the a
proach taken in the current research.

Many of the laboratory experimentalists, cited in Sec
who studied the thermal mixing layer present results of e
lier works in addition to their own, and discuss differences
the various sets of data. From these discussions, it is ap
ent that the experiments of LaRue and Libby,6 LaRueet al.,7

and Ma and Warhaft8 are the most refined, and are in clo
agreement with each other. Of these, the experiment of
and Warhaft is at a Reynolds number most suitable for di
numerical simulation on the available computers, and,
this reason only, it forms the basis for the numerical exp
ments discussed in this paper. Various properties of the la
ratory data are given in Table I whereu and w are the
streamwise and transverse rms velocity fluctuations,U is the
mean streamwise velocity,e is the turbulence kinetic energ

TABLE I. Gross properties of the laboratory scalar mixing layer veloc
fields. The velocity data of Bilgeret al. ~Ref. 1! are in error~Ref. 17!. The
data in this table have been corrected.

LaRueet al.
~1981!

Ma and Warhaft
~1986!

Bilger et al.
~1991!

x/M 100 12
U(cm/s) 780 620 50
u/U 0.014 0.080
w/U 0.012 0.040
e(cm2/s3) 361 2.40
M (cm) 4 2.50 32
L(cm) 1.66 17.0
l(cm) 0.620 2.708
hk(cm) 0.0549 0.324
ReM5UM /n 21010 9394 11700
ReL5urmsL/n 84.8 455
Rel5urmsl/n 32.7 72.5
Test sectionx/M 21–67 62.4–132.4 12–21
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dissipation rate,M is the spacing of the turbulence genera
ing grid, l and hk are the Taylor and Kolmogorov lengt
scales, andn is the kinematic viscosity.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Velocity fields

The direct numerical simulation method used in this
search is the same as that used by de Bruyn Kops and Ri18

to accurately simulate the decaying isotropic turbulence
periments of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin.19 The simulations
reported here are also discussed by de Bruyn Kops
Riley.10 Briefly, a massively parallel, pseudospectral co
advances the momentum and scalar transport equation
time, with all the dynamically relevant large and small sca
fully resolved. A second-order Adams–Bashforth sche
with projection is used for time stepping. The simulations a
run in two computational domains:~1! 512351231024 grid
points with periodic boundary conditions in all direction
and~2! 5123 grid points with periodic boundary conditions i
the x andy directions and a free-slip boundary condition
thez direction, that of the mean scalar gradient. With resp
to the experiments of Ma and Warhaft, the physical size
the larger computational domain is 25.1325.1350.3 cm.
Taylor’s hypothesis is invoked to relate simulation time
wind tunnel downstream distance so that the numerical
laboratory experiments can be directly compared; temp
averaging in the laboratory corresponds to spatial averag
in the simulations. In this work, the velocity and conserv
scalar fields in the simulations are designed to closely
semble those in the laboratory experiments of Ma a
Warhaft,8 but Ma and Warhaft do not provide energy spect
and so the simulations cannot be exactly matched to
laboratory data. Velocity field data, in addition to those p
sented by Ma and Warhaft,8 are given by Sirivat and
Warhaft.20

The scheme of de Bruyn Kops and Riley18 was used to
initialize the flow field. The process yields a velocity fie
with well-developed turbulent structures and with a desi
kinetic energy spectrum. In the current research, only
length scales of the laboratory data are known, not the en
spectrum. Therefore, an equation for the three-dimensio
kinetic energy spectrum,E(k), is assumed, which approxi
mately matches the spectrum of Comte-Bellot and Corrsi19

This spectrum, obtained by combining the theoretical fo
for the low-wave number production range derived by Te
nekes and Lumley,21 the well-knownk25/3 spectrum in the
inertial range, and the form for the high-wave number dis
pation range first derived by Corrsin,22 is

E~k!5A exp~Bk24/3!k25/3exp~Ck4/3! . ~6!

The coefficients were adjusted in order to match the e
mated laboratory rms velocity (urms) and integral length (L)
at x/M520 ~Ma and Warhaft report exact values for the
parameters only atx/M5100), whereM is the spacing of the
turbulence generating grid. The simulation was advance
x/M5200 and the decay lawsL}@(x2x0)/M #m and urms

}@(x2x0)/M #m21 were fitted to the resulting data. Next, th
observation that the energy spectrum of decaying, isotro
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Properties of the velocity and scalar fields for the mixing layer.
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homogeneous turbulence evolves in an approximately s
similar manner was used to form a new initial spectru
based on the DNS spectrum atx/M5200, and the simulation
run again. This process was repeated, with small adjustm
to the initial spectrum and Reynolds number, untilurms andL
at x/M5100 andm were matched. The gross properties
the velocity field are compared with the laboratory data
Fig. 2~a!.

B. Mixture fraction field

The mixture fraction field (j) and a fuel mass fraction
field (YF) were superimposed on the simulated velocity fie
in order to simulate the reaction of~1!. With the assumption
that all Lewis numbers equal unity, the remaining mass fr
tions and the temperature can be related toj and YF . The
mixture fraction field was initialized with an error functio
and allowed to evolve with the velocity field fromx/M
525.4 tox/M533.5. The resulting scalar field was reintr
duced into the velocity field atx/M525.4, the simulation
advanced tox/M533.5, and the process repeated until t
width of the mean field equaled that estimated for the la
ratory experiment, and the virtual origin of the scalar fie
coincided with that of the velocity field. The resulting sca
field has the desired large scale properties and is rou
synchronized with the velocity field. The intent was to ha
a physically reasonable scalar field atx/M562.4, the loca-
tion of the first laboratory data. The widths of the mixin
Downloaded 09 May 2001 to 128.95.34.109. Redistribution subject to A
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layer (d) in the simulation and laboratory fields are com
pared in Fig. 2~b!. Extensive comparisons between the lab
ratory and simulated scalar fields~scalar flux, mean scalar
second, third, and fourth moments of the scalar fluctuatio!
demonstrate that the simulated conserved scalar field is
sistent with that in the laboratory experiments for all stat
tics considered.10

C. Mass fraction fields

Three sets of reacting scalar mixing layer simulations
analyzed in this research: isothermal withr 51, temperature
dependent withr 51, and temperature dependent withrÞ1.
The parameters for each simulation are listed in Table II. T
fuel fields in the isothermal cases were initialized atx/M
525.4 with the quasistationary flamelet~QFL! solution,23

2
x

2

]2YF

]j2
52AYFYO . ~7!

In the temperature dependent cases, the fuel fields were
tialized with the near-equilibrium chemistry solution~the
equilibrium chemistry solution spatially filtered to be r
solved on the numerical grid!. The near equilibrium solution
is used to initialize the fuel fields instead of the QFL soluti
in the cases with Arrhenius kinetics for two reasons:~1! to
ensure that the reaction zone is hot enough to sustain bur
over a broad range of Damko¨hler numbers as the simulation
TABLE II. Reaction parameters.

a b r Da
initial

Da
final

^DaT& at
x/M550.1

nr at
x/M550.1

ML1 ••• 0 1 0.22 2.6 ••• •••

ML2 ••• 0 1 0.66 8.0 ••• •••

ML3 0.88 5.4 1 17.8 215 0.79 26
ML4 0.88 5.4 1 75.7 914 3.2 16
ML5 0.88 5.4 1 302 3659 13 10
ML6 0.88 2.6 10 53.6 647 4.3 14
ML7 0.88 2.6 30 53.6 647 0.66 27
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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undergo transients at very early times due to the initial c
ditions, and~2! to ensure that the initial condition is we
defined and reproducible by other researchers. These
points are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Despite the iterative technique for synchronizing the i
tial scalar and velocity fields, discussed in Sec. IV B, adju
ment of the scalar field to the velocity field very early in t
simulations results in steep local gradients of the mixt
fraction, which can lead to extinction. Also, the QFL sol
tion is computed locally, and is not necessarily sufficien
smooth in physical space; using it as an initial conditi
leads to transients in the mass fractions and reactions
which are dependent on the local initial conditions, a
which provide little or no information about physical flame
In isothermal or vigorous temperature dependent reacti
these transients can usually be ignored; in less vigorous
perature dependent reactions, they can extinguish a fl
that would otherwise burn if the initial transients were elim
nated. In order to study nonisothermal reactions with v
high and very low Damko¨hler numbers using a consiste
initialization method, the equilibrium limit is used in thi
research.

D. Kinetics

To provide an overview of the relative reaction rates a
amount of extinction in the simulated reactions, scatter p
of the product mass fractions (YP) versus the mixture frac
tion (j) for the cases wherer 51 are shown in Fig. 3, and
for the cases whererÞ1 in Fig. 4.

In the top two plots in Fig. 3, it is apparent that th
reaction rate is low in case ML1 and moderate in case M
based on the separation of the clouds of points from
equilibrium limit. The lower four panels in Fig. 3 are fo
three cases with temperature dependent kinetics~ML3, ML4,
ML5!, with case ML4 shown at two different downstrea
locations, and thus two different values of^DaT&. In case
ML3, there is considerable mixing without burning, eith
due to extinction or nonignition, and tests indicate that
ducing A by a factor of 2 from what it is in the ML3 cas
results in global extinction. In case ML5, the reaction rate
about 17 times higher than it is in case ML3; the react
occurs at the equilibrium rate in most locations atx/M
550.1 ~shown!, and at virtually all locations atx/M5231
~not shown!. Thus, cases ML3 and ML5 bracket the fu
range of reaction rates from very low to near equilibrium

In Fig. 5 the unscaled profiles of the average prod
mass fraction for simulations ML3 and ML5 are shown.

The profiles are generated by averaging the mass f
tion fields overxy planes. Both cases start with the sam
equilibrium chemistry condition, but the product advects a
diffuses faster than it is created in case ML3, while be
created faster than it advects and diffuses in case ML5.

ML4 is a nonisothermal case with intermediate react
rate. The simulations are designed so that^DaT& is the same
in ML4 at x/M550.1 and ML3 atx/M5231, and is also the
same in ML4 atx/M5231 and ML5 atx/M550.1. So it is
possible to observe the flow at the same^DaT& but different
Reynolds numbers. The reactants mix in a nearly self-sim
Downloaded 09 May 2001 to 128.95.34.109. Redistribution subject to A
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manner,10 so, by examining the scatter plots ofYP vs j at the
same^DaT& but differentx/M , the applicability of^DaT& as
a measure of reaction rate can be evaluated. Such a com
son is made in the bottom two panels of Fig. 3. The two pl
are very similar, with ML4 appearing to be slightly closer
the equilibrium limit than ML5. A more detailed compariso
of the two fields is made in Fig. 6, in which are plotted t
conditional averages of the product mass fractions for e
field, and the square of the fluctuations about the avera
YP8

2 , where YP8 5YP2^YPuj&. The mass fraction average
and the fluctuations are nearly the same in both fields.

The conclusion is that̂DaT& is a useful measure of th
reaction rate in these simulations, especially given the nu
ber of factors which effect the characteristic time scale o
temperature dependent reaction.

The remaining two simulations, ML6 and ML7, involv
temperature dependent chemistry at a lower activation t
perature than ML3 through ML5. Also,r is much greater
than unity so that the peak reaction rate does not coinc
with the centerline of the mixing layer. Some evidence
extinction is apparent in Fig. 4 for both cases, with ML
having a less vigorous reaction than ML6.

E. Spatial and temporal resolution

The small scale resolution requirement for the veloc
and conserved scalar~with order one Schmidt number! fields
in a simulation of isothermal, incompressible turbulence
well established to bekmaxhk>1, wherekmax is the largest
wave number in the simulations andhk is the Kolmogorov
length scale.24 More recently, de Bruyn Kops and Riley18

showed that, for simulations of turbulence downstream o
grid, the transfer rate of energy from the largest resolv
scale should be approximately zero in order for the la
eddies in the flow to develop as they do in a wind tunn
Since the current simulations involve a passive scalar in
compressible turbulence, both of these resolution criteria
ply, and both are met, withkmaxhk ranging from 1.6 to 5.7
and the ratio of the largest to the smallest wave numb
equal to 240.

Demonstrating adequate resolution of the reacting sc
is more difficult. In the limit of infinite Damko¨hler number,
the reaction between initially segregated fuel and oxidi
will occur in infinitesimally thin regions as fast as the tw
species are mixed, which implies that direct numerical sim
lations of nonpremixed combustion are limited with resp
to the Damko¨hler number of the simulated reactions.25 Re-
action mechanisms with multiple steps, reaction rates that
dependent on temperature, and coupling between the r
tion process and the fluid dynamics all complicate the pr
lem of spatial resolution. Mellet al.26 provide Damko¨hler
numbers suitable for high resolution pseudospectral D
with one-step chemistry, but only for the case of zero a
vation temperature. Montgomery27 indicates that resolution
of the reaction rate limits the strain rates that can be allow
in an accurate simulation with multistep, temperature dep
dent reactions, and coupling between the temperature
velocity fields. Mahalingamet al.28 report DNS results for
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Scatter plots ofYP vs j for the mixing layer cases with (r 51).
iv
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single- and two-step reaction mechanisms with large act
tion temperatures and temperature dependent viscos
densities, and diffusivities, but do not discuss the resolu
of the calculations. Swaminathan and Bilger29 and Bushe
Downloaded 09 May 2001 to 128.95.34.109. Redistribution subject to A
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et al.30 modified multiple-step reaction mechanisms in e
forts to increase the size of the flame structures so that
would be easier to resolve numerically, without significan
changing other aspects of the combustion.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Scatter plots ofYP vs j for the mixing layer cases with (rÞ1).
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Lee and Pope31 conducted a careful study of spatial a
curacy requirements for a scalar which is the perturbation
the product mass fraction from its equilibrium chemis
value. The transport equation for this scalar includes a
cromixing term proportional to the scalar dissipation rate (x)
times the second derivative with respect toj of the equilib-
rium product mass fraction. The authors show that this
cromixing term and the reaction source term dominate
diffusion and convection terms and limit the resolution of t
simulation. Since the transport equation forYF contains no
term comparable to the micromixing term, the resolution
Downloaded 09 May 2001 to 128.95.34.109. Redistribution subject to A
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the simulations in this research are expected to be limited
the reaction rate, just as in the simulations of Montgomery27

Vervisch and Poinsot32 approach the question of resolu
tion by estimating the thickness of the reaction zone and
the diffusive layer surrounding it, and derive the followin
resolution criteria:

ReL,S N

nl

4/3D , ~^j82&ReL!1/2DaT
1/3,S N

nLnr
D . ~8!

Here, ReL is the Reynolds number based on the rms veloc
FIG. 5. Product mass fraction profiles for cases M3 and M5.
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FIG. 6. Conditional averages of product mass fraction, and the fluctuations about the average, for cases ML4 and ML5 with^DaT&513, and for case ML4 with
^DaT&53.4.
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and the integral length scale,N is the number of points in one
direction of the numeric grid,nr is the number of points
necessary to resolve the reaction zone, andnL is the number
of integral length scales contained within the numerical
main. The first criterion is equivalent tokmaxhk.2p, which
is considerably more restrictive than that of Eswaran a
Pope.24 Both criteria rely on estimates for several length a
time scales, and therefore are not expected to be exact
sures of resolution. Values ofnr in the simulations are given
in Table II.

While the cited literature suggests a starting point
determining the small-scale resolution requirements o
simulation with combustion, it does not provide a read
accepted rule of thumb such as that developed by Esw
and Pope24 for the nonreacting case. Also, the grid spaci
required in a simulation depends to an extent on the statis
of interest; e.g., Nilsen and Kosa´ly33,34 increased the resolu
tion of existing simulations of Mellet al.,26 which are accu-
rate for the physical phenomena being studied by the la
in order to explore the small-scale phenomena of differen
diffusion. Finally, due to the nonlinear nature of turbulenc
for any practical numerical grid spacing there will likely b
isolated regions in the velocity and scalar fields that
poorly resolved; the issue is not whether they exist,
whether they affect the statistics of interest.

In the current research, the spatial resolution of the sim
lations was determined to be adequate by the following p
cess. First, the criteria of Eswaran and Pope24 and de Bruyn
Kops and Riley18 were applied to determine that a numeric
grid with 32033203640 points is appropriate for nonreac
ing simulations; then the inert case was run using the init
ization procedure described in Sec. IV A, and the veloc
and scalar field results were found to be consistent with
laboratory data. Next, the simulations with reaction were
vanced tox/M5231 in the 5123- or 512351231024-point
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domain and the fields were analyzed visually at vario
downstream locations. Visual analysis was focused on
locations where the gradient of the reaction rate was h
based on the above-cited literature which indicates that
source term is the most difficult term to resolve in the ma
fraction transport equations. Isolated regions of questiona
resolution, as indicated by the reaction rate oscillating w
the highest resolved frequency, were observed, but appe
to be no more prevalent than similar oscillations in the v
locity field, which is very well resolved by the criterion o
Eswaran and Pope.24 Finally, portions of the reacting scala
simulations were run using a computational domain hav
6003 grid points, and compared with those run in the dom
with 5123 grid points; there was negligible difference b
tween the mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis profile
the reaction rate in the two domains. The conclusion is t
the simulations are adequately resolved spatially for the p
nomena reported in this paper.

Temporal resolution was determined to be adequate
running portions of each simulation with two different tim
steps, which differ by a factor of 2, and noting no significa
differences in the results. Parts of several simulations w
also computed using a third-order Adams–Bashforth al
rithm, without altering the time step, and again no diffe
ences were noted.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, the simulation data are compared qu
tatively with the Sydney experiments for the isotherm
cases withr 51; new results for the nonisothermal reactio
and reactions in which the stoichiometric mixture fracti
(jst) is not equal to 0.5 are also presented. The volume
data from the simulations is overwhelming when resu
from all available downstream locations are considered,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Mean fuel mass fraction profiles atx/M5231. The frozen and equilibrium chemistry limits are denoted by ‘‘frozen’’ and ‘‘eq,’’ respectively
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only data atx/M5231 are presented except where it is p
ticularly informative to observe the flow at other location
Thus, the effects of Reynolds number on the various sta
tics are not evident from the data reported here, but the c
clusions drawn are not contradicted by the data at other R
nolds numbers~from upstream locations in the simulation
or from the laboratory data!. In the discussion which follows
the fluctuations of the fuel mass fraction about the pla
mean (̂ YF&xy) are denotedyF , i.e., YF5^YF&xy1yF , and
similarly for the fluctuations inYO .

A. Mean mass fractions

In Fig. 7, the profiles of the planar mean fuel mass fr
tions are plotted, along with the frozen and equilibrium lim
its for each of the different stoichiometries (r 51,10,30). The
fuel mass fractions for finite rate chemistry must lie betwe
the frozen and equilibrium chemistry limits, and one qua
tative measure of the reaction rate is the deviation betw
the actual fuel profile and the two limits. From the plot, cas
ML1 through ML5 span the range from near equilibrium
quite slow, which is consistent with the conclusions dra
from Fig. 3 and from the values of^DaT& in Table II ~case
M3, M4, and M5 only!.

As r is increased, the equilibrium limit forYF moves
toward the frozen limit, and the equilibrium limit forYO ,
shown in Fig. 8, moves away from the frozen limit in th
direction of the fuel-lean side of the mixing zone. Th
means that a fuel particle is moved further by turbulent
vection, on average, before it is annihilated by oxidant wh
r is high than when it is low, and increasingr results in the
reaction occurring where the gradient of the mixture fract
is, on average, lower. Thus, both the turbulent velocity a
scalar molecular mixing time scales increase with increas
r, and the mean fuel and oxidant profiles will approach th
equilibrium limits, which is the behavior observed in Figs.
and 8. The rate of product creation, however, goes downr
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increases, since it takes longer to mix the fuel and oxidan
stoichiometric proportions. The reduced Damko¨hler number
(^DaT&) accounts for the decrease in the reaction rate du
increasedr, as evidenced by the values in Table II for cas
ML6 and ML7; both simulations have the same values of D
but ^DaT& is lower for ML7 than for ML6. A lower
Damköhler number for ML7 than for ML6 is consistent wit
the relative amount of extinction for each case, shown in F
4. So, asr is increased, the reaction simultaneously becom
closer to the equilibrium limit, and closer to extinction, b
produces product at a slower rate, a characteristic tha
captured bŷ DaT&.

B. Profiles of the reactant fluctuations

In Fig. 9 are shown the profiles of the rms of the flu
tuations in the fuel mass fraction,yFrms

5(^yF
2&xy)

1/2, along
with the values for the equilibrium and frozen chemist
cases. Bilgeret al.1 note that there is no realizability con

FIG. 8. Mean oxidant mass fraction profiles atx/M5231.
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FIG. 9. Profiles of the rms of the fluctuations in the fuel and oxidizer mass fraction atx/M5231.
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straint that the curves for the finite-rate reactions lie betw
the limiting cases, but that ‘‘there appears to be a tende
for them to do so.’’ Since the curves for the limiting reactio
rates cross, they can only bound those for the finite rate c
in a qualitative sense. There is a distinct trend, however
both the laboratory and simulation data for the rms profi
to resemble the equilibrium case when the reaction is f
and to deviate from the equilibrium curve in the direction
the frozen curve when the reaction is slower.

For the cases withr 51, the peak of the equilibrium
chemistry fluctuation profile is about 50% higher than t
peak of the frozen chemistry fluctuation profile, which
consistent with the laboratory results when the correction
the data noted in Bilger17 is taken into account. Whenr .1,
the equilibrium, frozen, and finite rate fuel fluctuation pr
files nearly coincide. The oxidizer fluctuation profiles for
Downloaded 09 May 2001 to 128.95.34.109. Redistribution subject to A
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nite rate chemistry (r .1), shown in Fig. 9, nearly coincide
with those of the equilibrium chemistry case, as might
expected from the behavior of the mean mass fraction p
files. The peaks of the oxidizer fluctuation profiles withr
.1 are approximately twice that of the frozen limit, and t
large distance between the peak and the centerline of
mixing layer reflects the distance that fuel particles penet
the oxidant stream. Based on the simple chemistry of th
simulations, the fuel fluctuation profile could be accurate
modeled by the frozen chemistry case, and the oxidizer fl
tuation profile by the equilibrium case, whenr .1. Whenr
51, the fluctuation profiles depend strongly on the react
rate.

An additional observation can be made from Fig. 9 co
cerning how closely the simulations represent a canon
reacting scalar mixing layer. The numerical domain in t
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Mean fuel mass fraction flux profiles atx/M5231.
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simulations is selected so that the mixing layer will not
significantly influenced by the boundary conditions~periodic
or free slip! at x/M5231, based on the mixture fractio
field. The abscissa in the figure represents the full rang
the transverse coordinate. Evidently, the oxidant mass f
tion field is affected by the boundary conditions whenr .1,
since fluctuations do not go to zero at the highest posi
value of z/d. This phenomenon is only observed in the f
field and does not influence the results at upstream locati

C. Fuel flux profiles

The fuel flux profiles,̂ YFw8&xy /(wImax), wherew8 is
the transverse fluctuating velocity,w is the rms ofw8, and
I max is the peak of average mixture fraction fluctuation p
file, are exhibited in Fig. 10.~I max vs x/M is shown in Fig. 5
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of Ref 10. The value atx/M5231 is 0.204.w5wrms is

shown in Fig. 2.! The results for the isothermal cases a
consistent with the laboratory data. As with the fluctuati
profiles, whenr .1, the fuel flux profiles are very near tha
of the mixture fraction, and the oxidizer flux profiles~not
shown! are almost identical to those in the equilibrium che
istry limit. Thus, both fluxes could be accurately model
given only the mixture fraction. Whenr 51, the profiles lie
somewhere between the frozen and equilibrium cases,
the shape depending on the reaction rate.

D. Fuel-oxidizer covariance profiles

In Fig. 11, the covariance profiles of the fluctuating r
actant mass fractions,^yFyO&xy , are displayed. Whenr 51,
FIG. 11. Mean covariance of the reactant mass fractions atx/M5231.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 12. Autospectra of the conserved scalar atx/M5231 and several cross-stream locations.
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both the laboratory and simulation data show the covaria
profiles monotonically changing from the frozen to the eq
librium chemistry shapes as the reaction rate increases.
r .1, the profiles are similar to that with equilibrium chem
istry. Toor35 and Mudford and Bilger36 propose equivalen
models for the covariance of the reactants which equate
the covariance of the equilibrium chemistry case, and Bil
et al.1 note that interpolating between the frozen and equi
rium correlation limits of^yFyO&xy might be an improve-
ment for the cases they examined (r 51). When r .1, it
appears from Fig. 11 that the equilibrium limit is a goo
model for the finite rate case.

E. Spectral density functions

Understanding the relationship between the spectral d
sity functions ~spectra! of reacting scalars and that of th
mixture fraction would contribute significantly to turbule
combustion modeling,37 and significant work has been don
in this area by previous researchers.3,22,37–39 Progress has
been limited, however, by lack of data, with the two mo
recent papers cited relying heavily on the limited data fr
the Sydney experiments. The current data set provides s
spectra at multiple downstream locations, as a function of
transverse coordinate, for the mixture fraction, for both
the reacting scalars in each of the seven chemistry cases
for the equilibrium chemistry limit; this represents a subst
tial increase in the data available for study. Only a limit
amount of these data is presented here.

The spectral density function is defined as in Bendat
Piersol.40 Consider a scalar field,u1(x,y,z,t), with Fourier
transform in thex direction

û1~kx ,y,z,t !5E
2`

`

u1 exp~2 i2pkxx! dx, ~9!

and denote the complex conjugate ofû1 as û1* . Here, i
5A21 andkx is the wave number in thex direction. In the
simulations, it is convenient to average in the other homo
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neous (y) direction in order to yield a spectrum that is fun
tion only of the transverse coordinate, time, and the wa
number. Then, withy1 and y2 the extreme values of they
coordinate, the cross spectrum ofu1 and another scalar,u2,
is

Su1u2
~kx ,z,t !5

1

y12y2Ey2

y1

û1* û2 dy, ~10!

which can also be written in terms of its magnitude a
phase as

Su1u2
5uSu1u2

uexp~2 ifu1u2
!. ~11!

The coherence between the scalar fluctuations is

Cu1u2
[uSu1u2

u/~Su1u1
Su2u2

!, ~12!

whereSu1u1
and Su2u2

are the~real! autospectra of the two
scalars.

We begin our study of the spectra by observing the
tospectra of the conserved scalar atx/M5231, which are
shown in Fig. 12. In the computational domain with ful
periodic boundary conditions there are two mixing laye
and each one is asymmetric about its respectivez/d50.
Therefore, the spectra computed from planes with eq
uz/du are expected to have equal spectra as the size of
computational domain inx andy becomes indefinitely large
In Fig. 12, spectra from the two planes corresponding
z/d50 are shown, and the difference between them gives
indication of the scatter in the data. The four samples
z/d561 demonstrate that each layer is asymmetric
within the scatter observed forz/d50. The final two curves
correspond toz/d562, where the layer exhibits intermit
tency in the scalar;41 the relative difference between this pa
of spectra is greater than between the spectra atz/d50 as
significantly more scatter is expected in the highly interm
tent region.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 13. Autospectra of the fuel mass fractions atx/M5231 at three cross-stream locations for cases ML1, ML2, ML3, ML4, and ML5.~The top and bottom
sets of figures are from two different realizations of the flow.!
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Bilger17 and Kosa´ly39 suggest that the mass fraction a
tospectra for the finite rate chemistry cases lies between
corresponding spectra in the frozen and equilibrium chem
try cases for the symmetric condition ofr 51 andz/d50;
however, the spectrum for the equilibrium fuel mass fract
is not available from laboratory data in order to check t
hypothesis. The fuel autospectrum for the equilibrium c
can be computed from the DNS data, however, and i
displayed in Fig. 13 along with the corresponding spectra
frozen and intermediate reaction rates. Atz/d50, the spectra
trend monotonically from the frozen limit to the equilibrium
limit as the Damko¨hler number of the reaction increase
This trend also holds on the fuel-rich side of the layer (z/d
51). On the fuel-lean side of the layer (z/d521), only
very small pockets of fuel exist, so the equilibrium spectra
lower than that for the frozen limit at larger scales, and
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spectra cross at some intermediate wave number. Neve
less, the spectrum for the slow reaction~ML3! resembles that
of the frozen limit, and the spectrum for the fast reacti
~ML5! resembles that of the equilibrium limit.

In Fig. 14, the autospectra of the fuel and oxidant, alo
with the equilibrium and frozen limits, are shown for th
cases in whichr .1 ~ML6, ML7!. In the top two plots, it
is clear that the frozen, equilibrium, and finite rate fu
autospectra all nearly coincide; the autospectrum of
oxidizer ~lower two plots! nearly coincides with the equilib
rium limit. These findings are significant since they imp
that bothSFF andSOO can be predicted givenSjj for reac-
tions in whichr .1, even when̂DaT& is quite low, e.g., case
ML7.

Kosály39 explains in detail the phenomena observed
the laboratory data for the phase and coherence of the c
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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spectra of the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions. As in
laboratory data, the DNS results~Fig. 15! exhibit a 180°
phase angle and high coherence at low wave numbers
low coherence with random phase at high wave number
Fig. 15~a!, data are shown atx/M598, where the numerica
domain size is very large compared with the integral scale
the turbulence; this allows observation of the phase and
herence at very low wave numbers. As the flow develops
the length scales increase, and the dynamic range decre
so that byx/M5231, relatively high wave numbers can b
observed@Fig. 15~b!#. For frequencies higher than those r
corded in the Sydney experiments, Kosa´ly39 predicts high
coherence and 0° phase, which is also observed in Fig.
At the highest wave numbers available, the coherence
creases sharply in the case shown~ML4! and in the other
cases, including those with isothermal reactions.

Finally, Kosály39 develops a model for the autospectru
of the equilibrium fuel mass fraction in terms of the spec
of the mixture fraction and its absolute value. The princip
assumption in the model is that the probability density fu
tion of the mixture fraction fluctuations can be approxima
by a normal distribution; based on the data presented b

FIG. 14. The dashed lines are the autospectra of the fuel mass fractio
x/M598 averaged over thexy planes wherêj&xy5jst for cases ML6 and
ML7. The solid lines are the frozen and equilibrium limits.
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Bruyn Kops and Riley,10 this assumption is good for th
current simulations. It is not surprising, therefore, that t
model predictions for the case ofr 51, shown in Fig. 16,
closely agree with the results from the DNS.

at
FIG. 15. The phase and coherence of the cross spectra of the fue
oxidant mass fractions, case ML4, at two downstream locations.

FIG. 16. Autospectrum of the equilibrium fuel mass fraction on centerline
x/M5231 for r 51, normalized by their respective variances. Symbols
the DNS data, line is the model prediction~Ref. 39!.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The reacting scalar mixing layer is a fundamental flo
important to the understanding of non-premixed chem
reactions in turbulence. In this research, the flow is simula
by superimposing passive reactions on simulations of a t
mal ~nonreacting! mixing layer which has been closel
matched to laboratory data. The reactions include isother
and temperature dependent mechanisms. Numerical
show that the simulation techniques used yield accurate
lutions to the governing conservation equations and, for
two cases which are comparable to those measured in
laboratory at The University of Sydney (r 51, isothermal!,
the simulation and laboratory data are consistent. The si
lations provide data on a reacting mixing layer which ac
rately represent the physical phenomena that occur in la
ratory flows, and significantly increase the detail and sc
of data that are available for studying the flow.

Several aspects of the reacting scalar mixing layer
investigated in this paper, and the following conclusions
drawn. First, it is observed that a reduced Damko¨hler number
that includes the effects of temperature and stoichiome
mixture fraction13–15is a useful measure of the relative spe
of the reaction. Second, research that focuses on reactio
which r 51 may exaggerate the difficulty in modeling stat
tics of the species mass fractions; the profiles of the me
flux, covariance, and rms of the fluctuations in the fuel a
oxidizer, as well as the autospectra of the reactants, ca
be accurately modeled given the corresponding equilibr
and frozen limits for the cases studied in whichr .1. Third,
existing hypotheses concerning the coherence and pha
the fuel-oxidizer cross spectra17,39are shown to be correct fo
the current data. Fourth, a model developed by Kosa´ly39 to
predict the equilibrium fuel autospectra from the mixtu
fraction yields excellent results for the current data.
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